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1 probably over 60 percent of total fusions, 60 to          

2 70 percent.                                               

3      Q.   So 60 percent to 70 percent of the              

4 60 percent of your total cases?                           

5      A.   Right.                                          

6                     MR. AMON:  Dr. Yuan, please let       

7                Mr. Schwartz finish his question.          

8                     THE WITNESS:  Sorry.                  

9      Q.   Okay.  Sir, and then of those lumbar            

10 cases, could you break out anterior procedures            

11 versus posterior procedures?                              

12      A.   There were period of time that we did           

13 anterior surgery and the anterior surgery that we did     

14 are actually relatively few.  We did a                    

15 laparoscopically, we did open, so the majority of the     

16 lumbar cases, I would say over 80, 85 percent, either     

17 going to be posterior, posterolateral.  And these all     

18 happen over a period, so in the early, early days, we     

19 would have done a lot more anterior -- posterior          

20 because we didn't have any other, and then for a          

21 short period of time we went ahead and did a lot of       

22 anterior, and then towards the end with the               
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1 improvement of the modern interbody spacers, cages,       

2 we shifted again to posterior and posterolateral and      

3 then of course the lateral approaches.                    

4      Q.   When did you first start doing lateral          

5 approaches, sir?                                          

6                     MR. AMON:  Objection; vague.          

7      A.   Lateral approaches, for what condition?         

8      Q.   Well, any lateral approach using an             

9 intervertebral implant for any condition.                 

10      A.   I did lateral approaches as early as 1980s.     

11      Q.   19?                                             

12      A.   80s.                                            

13      Q.   1980s.                                          

14      A.   And that included using cages, but those        

15 are mostly for fractures, and most of those cases are     

16 in the thoracic, and in the thoracolumbar junction.       

17      Q.   Could you explain what the thoracal lumbar      

18 junction is?                                              

19      A.   Between the thoracic which is the ones with     

20 the ribs and fairly stable and so between the             

21 thoracic transiting to the lumbar which is more           

22 flexible, so most of the injuries that's going to         
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1 occur most commonly is between the thoracic and the       

2 lumbar.  So it's pretty much like T11, T12, L1, L2.       

3      Q.   Okay.                                           

4      A.   And maybe L3.                                   

5      Q.   Did you do any vertebral body                   

6 replacements?                                             

7      A.   Yes.                                            

8      Q.   Did you do any of the vertebral body            

9 replacements laterally?                                   

10      A.   Oh, yes.                                        

11      Q.   The way you said that, "oh, yes," does          

12 that suggest that that was routine for you to do          

13 vertebral body replacements laterally?                    

14      A.   It isn't routine, because most of the cases     

15 for a period of time that we did vertebral                

16 replacement, for example, like in the TB, infections,     

17 and certainly in certain fractures, but most of the       

18 fractures we still treat posteriorly.                     

19      Q.   You did do some vertebral body                  

20 replacements laterally?                                   

21      A.   Yes.                                            

22      Q.   Did you do any anteriorly, from an              
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1 anterior approach?                                        

2      A.   Vertebral body replacement, is that what        

3 you're referring to?                                      

4      Q.   Um-hmm.                                         

5      A.   I'm trying to, I'm trying to think the          

6 term.  When you make an exposure, if you are going to     

7 go to replace a whole vertebral body, you can say         

8 that you're using a lateral incision because in those     

9 days not so-called minimally invasive, we use a long      

10 incision.  So when you use a long incision, you are       

11 literally able to approach the spine direct               

12 anteriorly, so this is why to be specific to answer       

13 you, I, when I say we are using a lateral approach,       

14 we are using a lateral incision because it is an open     

15 procedure and we could replace a vertebral body           

16 depending on the anatomy of where the major blood         

17 vessels are, either putting the implant lateral or        

18 putting an implant in anteriorly.                         

19      Q.   Okay.  What about an oblique approach,          

20 sir, did you do any vertebral body replacements           

21 through what's referred to as an oblique approach?        

22      A.   You tell me what you mean by an oblique.        
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